Initially, Dimov and Mulloy spent a lot of time with their sole investor, CNet founder Halsey Minor, devising Swivel’s business. In July 2006, after deciding to let users input any info they want to chart—“It was a lot more fun when we uploaded data that we cared about,” says Mulloy—their priorities changed as they ramped up before launching in December.

Web 2.0 companies break through when their users contribute content well beyond their numbers. Flickr’s 6 million users, for example, had uploaded 324 million photos by December 2006. Mulloy and Dimov immediately exceeded their rather modest 2006 projections for Swivel.

Swivel is unlikely to be the next Flickr—how many quant jocks are there?—but its first month as a live service augurs well for its future. The key to Swivel’s growth, Mulloy says, is the relevance users will bring to the data, and the ease with which they can manipulate it. “People have to care about the data set enough to create the graphs,” he says. If it follows the path of other sites of its ilk, Swivel has about 24 months to resonate with the public—and with acquisitive Web portals.